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ABSTRACT  

 

Now a day’s cloud computing has occupied a major role in each and every part of the 

information processing and information storage centers. As the cloud has became a valuable 

resource for all parts of information processing centers, the data which is to be stored  will be 

stored  on the remote systems not on their local hardware, and accessed remotely via internet 

by connecting various servers. As the data will be stored on remote server, the user will retrieve 

the data from that server at the time of need. In the current cloud servers, the major limitation is 

data which is stored and shared over the cloud users has no security and there is also no 

security for accessing the data in the current cloud servers. This is mainly because all the data 

which is stored in the current cloud servers is stored in the form of plain text rather than in a 

cipher text manner. Even though if there was any cloud with a facility like encrypting the data 

before it is stored into its memory location, it may use any of the cryptography primitive 

algorithms like public ,private  or secret key encryption algorithms. But all these algorithms 

have some or other limitations when it is compared one with other. There was no facility like 

aggregation of Keys which was generated by the server while storing the data into the cloud. In 

this paper, we address this practical problem, which is largely neglected in the literature, by 

proposing the new concept of novel key aggregate searchable encryption (NKASE) and 

instantiating the concept through a concrete KASE scheme. In this paper for the first time we 

have introduced a new technique like aggregation in which a data owner only needs to 

distribute a single key to a set of cloud users for sharing a large number of documents. For this 

we took DROPBOX as live cloud server to store the data in an encrypted manner and once the 

file is uploaded by the owner, the owner will give the set of access keys for that encrypted data. 

In this paper we have implemented group based sharing as a single data owner can share single 

file at a time for a single user as well as for a set of selected users, without sending the same 

file in multiple attempts. If any un-authorized user, who didn’t get access key from owner, tries 

to substitute the key illegally, then it is treated as a single trapdoor to the cloud for querying the 

shared documents. The security analysis and performance evaluation both confirm that our 

proposed schemes are provably secure and practically efficient. 

 

Key Words: Data Aggregation, Cryptography Algorithms, Searchable Encryption, 

Authorization, Data Sharing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In current days cloud computing domain has occupied a major role in each and every part 

of the information processing and information storage centers. As the cloud has became a 

valuable resource for all parts of information processing centers, the data which is to be stored  

will be stored on the remote systems not on their local hardware, and accessed remotely via 

internet by connecting various servers. As the data will be stored on remote server, the data user 

need to retrieve the data from the remote server, whenever he want any data from that remote 

hardware. In the current cloud servers, the major limitation is data which is stored and shared 

over the cloud users has no security and there is also no security for accessing the data in the 

current cloud servers [1]. This is mainly because all the data which is stored in the current cloud 

servers is stored in the form of plain text rather than in a cipher text manner. As we know that 

cloud has exaggerated user attention in storing their valuable or sensitive information however 

limits in allocating resources dynamically. As we know that cloud has received more and more 

user’s attention towards data storage, it still has some restrictions in size constraints. In enterprise 

settings, we tend to see the increase in demand for knowledge outsourcing that assists within the 

strategic management of corporate knowledge. In the recent cloud service providers, it is 

straightforward to use without charge accounts for email, image album, file sharing and/or 

remote access, with storage size a lot of than Fifteen GB (for free usage) and up to 1 TB or more 

for the premium users [2]. 

 

 
Figure.1. Represents various types of Cloud Service Providers both Public and Private 

Service Providers 

 

From the above figure 1, we can clearly find out that there are many cloud service 

providers that are available in the current days for storing and accessing the data remotely. Here 

in the above figure, there are some public clouds which takes no amount for storing the data till 

2GB,some clouds are their which will give access only for the premium members like those who 

have premium account. Also there are some cloud service providers like hybrid cloud, which can 
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provide public and private services at a time also known as hybrid cloud service provider. For 

our project we are using the DROPBOX as the cloud service provider for storing and accessing 

the data in a secure manner .In this project we take a DROPBOX account like “CECCLOUD” 

which is a public cloud which can accept any data up to 15 GB, which is almost very high and if 

the data exceeds then it will ask to pay the amt greater than 15 GB for the cloud data user [3], 

[4]. 

 

As we all know that cloud server is not only used for storing our valuable data inside its 

memory location remotely, but it is mainly used for sharing the data access one among other. If 

we take an example, the web surfing users will add a private information or public information 

on their individual Blog and try to share the same information either public or in private manner. 

Here the main challenge for any data user is to how securely share the data between one another 

without any missue.In the same way if we consider an enterprise or associate enterprise, it would 

try to upload all the sensitive information into the cloud server and try to give access for the 

employees of that organization to share the file information in a secure manner without any 

disturbance. For this the data should be encrypted and then store in the memory locations, so that 

the data user who wish to access the data need to validate his identity and then substitute the keys 

that was provided by that company to share and access the sensitive information. If this was 

implemented in the cloud server we can achieve high level of security in data storing as well as 

data sharing in a secure manner. 

 

Now a day’s, data sharing is an important utility in cloud storage. For example, bloggers 

can let their friends browse a subset of their private information that is hold on in style of text 

files; associate enterprise would possibly grant her employees access to a number of sensitive 

data. The challenging draw back may be thanks to effectively share encrypted data [3]. On 

balance users can transfer the encrypted data from the storage, decipher them, and then send 

them to others for    sharing .Users need to be ready to delegate the access rights of the sharing 

data to others therefore they will access these data from the server directly. However, finding 

associate economical and secure because of share partial data in cloud storage isn't a trivial. In 

this paper we are going to take Drop Box as associate example for understanding with this new 

security feature. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the concept like about the popularity of drop 

box compared with other cloud service providers in detail. This is as follows: 

 

ABOUT DROP BOX 

 

Dropbox is one among the various services of the cloud, which was operated by 

American company Dropbox, Inc.The Dropbox is located in San California, Chicago and so on. 

The drop box is mainly used to offer cloud data storage, file synchronization, personal cloud, 

and client software. This is mainly used for the internet users to create a separate folder on their 

individual PCs with a customized name for that folder, so that it will appear as same name on the 

drop box account regardless of which device in which we are accessing the account.Initailly 

when an account is created in drop box it will try to provide a folder or box storage on the PCs 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_hosting_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_synchronization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client_(computing)
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hardware, so that an customized name is placed for that folder and whenever an  user try to store 

any of his personal or sensitive data inside the box ,the data will be automatically saved into the 

box account along with a copy is saved in the system memory. Drop box is one type of hybrid 

cloud storage also known as fermium  storage model ,where the users who registered in this has a 

facility to store the data freely up to certain size and if that was exceeded wherein users are 

offered a free account with a set storage size and paid subscriptions for accounts with more 

capacity[5].  

 

 
Figure 2. Represents the Popularity of Drop Box for small business among several cloud 

service providers 

From the above figure 2, we can clearly get a similarity and importance of drop box over 

various cloud service providers in terms of usage and it stood as first among all the cloud storage 

providers and next to that google drive and so on continued with icloud and so on. From this 

report analysis which was conducted by clutch team in the US, they conducted survey report 

from 289 small business employees. After the deep analysis, the survey report revealed three 

things of various cloud service providers; now let us look at those significant things in detail as 

follows: 
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a) First significant thing what we have examined from the survey is nearly half, I.e. 48% of 

total small scale business do not use the cloud storage. 

b) From the survey and analysis report we can cleary find out that, drop box stands as most 

popular and top accessed cloud service compared with various other cloud service 

providers and it is followed by GDrive, iCloud, and many others. 

c) Coming to the icloud service provider, we found that it has received the highest Net 

Promoter Score (NPS), which is a standard measure of customer satisfaction and loyalty, 

followed by Dropbox, Google Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive. 

III. PROPOSED ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION 

 

In this section we will find out the proposed ABE algorithm which was used in the 

current paper. Now let us look about them in detail: 

 

ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION (ABE) 

 

ABE Algorithm is one of the new form of cryptography algorithm which is designed so 

that ,it has a rights to permit every cipher text to be related to an appropriate data user who has 

the privilege like  master-secret key, can only able to extract a secret key for a policy of those 

attributes. Initially the data owner try to upload the file into the cloud server, at that time the 

cloud owner is asked to set the privileges like for whom the data should be accessed and for 

whom the data shouldn’t be accessed. So at this stage the ABE algorithm comes into an active 

role by specifying the master –secret key for the each and every uploaded file. These attributes 

act like parameters for the end users or cloud data users to retrieve the file which is already 

encrypted and stored into the cloud server. The user who got the access privilege or master-secret 

key can also able to extract the file, if not he can’t able to extract the file in a plain text manner 

[7], [6]. 

 

Generally the ABE comes in two flavors like:  

 

i. One is CP-ABE and 

ii. Other is KP-ABE. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Represents the working flow of CP-ABE Algorithm from Data Owner Side 
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Both are somewhat similar in implementation, but has quite small changes in practical 

implementation like initially whenever any data owner who try to upload the data inside the 

cloud server, it will try to convert the plain text into a cipher text and then we try to store the file 

into the server. For converting the plain text to cipher text and upload the data into the cloud, we 

have used CP-ABE.In this first method they will only target on cipher text assignment and for 

this it will take initial parameters like file name and master-secret key by the data owner. The 

same keys should be substituted by that data user at the time of retrieval. 

 

From the figure 3, we clearly see the working flow of CP-ABE, where the CP-ABE 

algorithm takes initially a set of data users and a single encrypted file which should be saved into 

the cloud. This cipher ABE will specify the file should be encrypted first so that it can apply the 

attributes on cipher text files only like giving access for selected users and restrict the un-

authorized users not to access the file. This is clearly shown in figure 3, where the owner has 

many users and there is a single file which is encrypted and ready to store inside the cloud. Here 

the data owner gave access of that encrypted file to User A and the same owner restricted the 

access for User B,so that once the file is uploaded the file can be accessed by user A at any time 

by substituting the valid credentials provided by the owner and while other can’t do this. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Represents the working flow of KP-ABE Algorithm from Data User Side 

 

 

From figure 4, we can clearly see the working flow of KP-ABE algorithm at the receiver 

side, where the data which is uploaded by the data owner with a set of access key privileges is 

now stored into the cloud. Now the users who register inside the cloud can enter into their 

individual accounts and try to search the encrypted files with filename or any other form of 

search. Once if the file was found then immediately the file will be displayed in the file list of 

user login account. So now if any user tries to access the file, then it will ask for credentials to be 

substituted for getting the access of that file. At this stage KP-ABE comes into active role by 

verifying the keys access in a Boolean fashion. The user who got the access keys can able to 

substitute his key access credentials so that the Boolean operation becomes true I.e. A (I) =1.It 

means access is granted for retrieving the file and if any user who try to access the data with no 

access, it will treat as A(I)=0,which is false so data can’t be viewed in a plain text manner. 
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IV. A NOVEL  KEY  AGGREGATE  SEARCHABLE   ENCRYPTION  

(NKASE) ALGORITHM 

In this section we will find the novel key aggregate searchable encryption algorithm that 

was used in the current paper. We can discuss about that in detail in this section as follows: 

Development of a NKASE scheme idea is adapted from some already published papers 

like key-aggregate cryptosystem scheme [9] for scalable data sharing in the cloud and also from 

another paper like Multi-key searchable encryption scheme  for secure data storage into the cloud 

[8]. In the existing paper, they proposed a key aggregate technique for a multiple files for a 

single user at a time, and if the same files to be send for different users it should generate the 

aggregate key separately as this will increase a lot of keys to be stored in the cloud database. 

Now in this paper we have used a new technique like group sharing in which a set of files or a 

single file, which is uploaded in the cloud can be given an aggregate key for a single user or at a 

time for a set of users within a group .By introducing this technique a lot of effort is reduced and 

almost number of keys also reduced in the cloud data base. By using this scheme ,we create an 

index for each and every file what we upload into the cloud. For creating an aggregate key, it 

takes the parameters like: 

A. Data Owner who uploads the data should provide his master-secret key  

B. Data owner should also provide his/her public key for encryption. 

C. A Valid file type with a sensitive or valuable data and the file should be of text 

file or document extension. 

By taking all the above 3 parameters the cloud server will try to generate an Aggregate 

Key for giving access for the data users. Here the data owner has the facility of specifying the 

access rights for each and every file which was uploaded by him into the cloud. The Data user 

who got this access right from owner can only access the file and read the content that was 

available in the file in plain text manner, if not he can’t able to access the file in plain text 

manner. 

The implementation of NKASE consists of 7 different phases and each and every phase 

has its own methodology, so we can discuss about the seven phases in detail as follows: 

(1) Setup Phase: In this setup phase this initial phase is run by cloud server to set up all the 

system parameters. This setup phase is initially created in order to set up a group sharing 

system for a set of all documents that are uploaded and available by the data owner. In this 

phase, the cloud server will run two operations like random generator calculation and other is 

selecting a one way hash function.In this setup phase only the cloud server which is used in 

our application will broadcast the public key and all the system parameters which are 

generated in the current session[10]-[12]. 

 

   For Example 

             

                 Setup Phase (1
λ
; n) ,takes two parameters like 1

λ 
 and n, where 1

λ  
represents the 

security level parameter and ‘n’ is nothing but number of users either single user or a set of user 

within a group. These two factors are the main factors in the current phase and with these two 

things the cloud server will generate the remaining operations. 
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(2) KeyGen Phase:  
 

 In this phase the data owner will try to generate his or her own key pair like master –secret 

key and a public key during the file upload. This key pair acts like an input for document 

encryption during the file upload. 

 

For Example 

 

                     KeyGen (pk, msk) phase takes two parameters like public key (pk) and a master 

secret key (msk) is choose by the data owner during the process of file upload. With all these 

parameters we are going to encrypt the data before it is stored into the cloud data base. 

 

(3) Encrypt Phase :  

 

In this phase, this encryption phase is mainly performed by the data owner who is available 

in this application.Initailly the data owner login into his account and after taking two inputs like 

public key and master secret key ,he then try to upload some files in a cipher text manner into the 

cloud server. For converting normal files into cipher text, we use this encryption phase in which 

the data owner generate all the corresponding uploaded files in a cipher text manner. As we are 

using the NKASE in this proposed paper, the aggregate key which is generated by the cloud 

server will be again encrypted to make the key more secure from the intruder or untrusted users, 

for this re-encryption of aggregate key also we use the same encryption phase. For the process of 

creating the keyword cipher texts, it takes the document file index, randomly picks a searchable 

encryption key for each document and generates delta information. It will produce a cipher text 

for a keyword, this generated cipher texts and all these encrypted files and keywords are stored 

into the cloud server. 

 

For Example : 

 

Encrypt Phase (pk, i) takes two parameters like public key pk and another parameter like 

‘i’ which indicates ith document. To generate the keyword cipher texts, this algorithm takes as  

Input the file index i € {1, 2 ...n} and  

Randomly picks a  t  €  Zp as the searchable encryption key ki of this document.  

Generates a delta ∆i for ki by computing: 

 

     c1 = g
t
;  

    c2 = (v, gi)
t 

  For a keyword w, outputs its ciphertext cw as: 

 

           
 

Note that the two generated cipher text values c1, c2 are public and can be stored in the 

cloud server. 
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(4) Extract Phase:  

 

This phase is mainly operated by the data owner where the data owner initially substitutes 

his master-secret key and public key while uploading a file and with these two keys, the cloud 

server will generate an aggregate key and send back to the data owner. Now the data owner will 

send the appropriate aggregate keys to the set of data users whom he/she wish to extract the 

hidden information. This phase is known as extract phase and also the same phase works similar 

at the time of verifying appropriate aggregate key substituted by the data user at the time of 

extracting a set of documents which are available in the cloud server. 

 

For Example 

 

                     Extract Phase (S, msk) phase takes two parameters like a master secret key (msk)  

and other parameter like ‘S’ which indicates a Subset contains a set of indices of documents like 

S={1,2.....n} ,this extract phase takes the owners master –secret key (msk) and outputs the 

aggregate key kagg  by computing  
 

                                                 
 

Inorder to delegate the keyword search right to a user, data owner will send kagg and the 

Sub-set S to the appropriate data user. 
 

(5) Trapdoor Phase : 

 

This phase is mainly used to identify whether the user who access the files are of 

authorized users or do they do any trapdoor to extract the data un-authorizely.This phase is 

mainly executed by cloud server as well as data user in order to find out the decryption key to 

view the cipher text file in a plain text manner. For cloud server this phase acts like a process of 

identifying a fake user who tries to get access for his encrypted files which are stored by various 

cloud data owners. If the user who has no access permission to access the cipher text file, they 

can’t able to view the data at any way, so they were identified as trapdoor user and if the data 

user who has the access permission to view some files which are stored into the cloud server. 

They can get the decryption key by the data owner so that with that key they can download the 

file and view that file in a plain manner. 

 

 
 

Here the Tr is defined as Trapdoor identity key for a set of keywords (w) substituted by 

the data user.If the keys what the user substitutes are valid then data can be extracted and view in 

a plain text manner by the data user.if the same keys (w) is substituted wrongly by any un-

authorized user that will be intimated as a trapdoor attempt for the cloud server. 
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(6) Adjust Phase : 

 

This phase takes the parameters like ( params, i, S, Tr)   

 

Here in this phase the cloud server try to identify the exact data user and the trapdoor 

user. For each and every document in the set S, this phase takes the following as the input 

parameters like  

   

1. Public parameters params,  

2. The document index  i € S and 

3. The aggregate trapdoor Tr,  

4. Outputs the exact trapdoor Tri by computing the following equation: 

 

 
 

(7) Test Phase : 

 

The cloud server mainly use this test phase to identify the ith document to perform the 

keyword search s. This phase takes two parameters like (Tri , i) where For the i-th document, this 

algorithm takes as input the adjusted trapdoor Tri, the ∆ =(c1, c2) relevant to its searchable 

encryption ki and the subset S, outputs true or false by judging: 

 

 
 

After performing all these 7 phases, we are going to prove the novel key aggregate 

searchable encryption is more efficient in terms of storing and retrieving the files in a very secure 

manner[13]. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL  EVALUATION 
 

Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner.In this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules 

and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on Java 

programming language with JEE as the chosen language in order to show the performance this 

proposed Novel Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption (NKASE) Algorithm. The front end of 

the application takes JSP, HTML and Java Beans and as a Back-End Data base we took My SQL 

data base along with a Real Cloud Service provider called as DROPBOX Cloud Service 

provider. This cloud service provider will provide a space up to 15 GB for storing the files which 

is used by the application. The application is divided mainly into following 6 modules. They are 

as follows: 

 

1. User Registration Module 

2. Data Owner Module 

3. Network Storage (BROPBOX) Module 

4. Encrypted Aggregate Key and Searchable Encrypted key Transfer 
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5. Trapdoor Identification  Module 

6. Data User Module 

 

 Now we can discuss about each and every module in detail and find out their each and 

every individual methodologies present in the current paper. 

 

1. User Registration Module 
 

In order to get access for the data which is stored in cloud data base, the user should get 

access through username and password. For getting the access he needs to register in this site so 

that then only the user will be getting the access condition. Here both the data owner and data 

user should be registered first in order to enter into their individual accounts. Here the data 

owner will uploads the file for which he want to upload into the cloud and the file which is 

uploaded will be stored into the cloud data base and once the user got the login credentials then 

he will enter into his account in order to request the file download .The user can download the 

file for which he got access from the data owner with inputs like Filename, Aggregate key, 

master-secret key which is given by the data owner during the time of file upload. After all these 

3 are substituted then only he can able to download the file. 

 

2. Data Owner Module 
 

Initially the data-owner needs to register and after getting registered he will be login into 

the account with his login id and password. Now the data owner has a facility to upload the files 

from his account into the cloud database, in order to upload the file the data owner need to 

substitute the valid credentials like filename, public key and master-secret key for each and every 

file what he tries to upload. Once the data owner enters all these details the file will be uploaded 

in an encrypted manner. The data owner also has a facility to give access rights for the users 

whom he/she want to give file access. 

 

Figure 5. Represents the Architecture of NKASE Algorithm 
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3. Network Storage (DROPBOX) Module 

 
In this module, we are using drop box as the real cloud server for storing the data. From 

the figure 5, we can clearly find out that Alice can simply send Bob a single aggregate key via a 

secure email. Bob can download the encrypted data  from Alice’s Drop box space and then use 

this aggregate key to decrypt these encrypted files. As we know that the drop box is a untrusted 

third party server, but with this application we make the dropbox as a fully secured server.  

 

4. Encrypted Aggregate Key and Searchable Encrypted key Transfer 
 

The data owner establishes the public system parameter via Setup and generates a 

public/master-secret key pair via KeyGen. Messages can be encrypted via Encrypt by anyone 

who also decides what cipher text class is associated with the plaintext message to be encrypted. 

The data owner can use the master-secret to generate an aggregate decryption key for a set of 

cipher text classes via Extract. The generated keys can be passed to delegates securely (via 

secure e-mails or secure devices) finally; any user with an aggregate key can decrypt any cipher 

text provided that the cipher text’s class is contained in the aggregate key via Decrypt. 

 

5. Trapdoor Identification Module 
 

This modules is mainly operated by cloud server as well as by data user.Initailly the data user 

try to search a file and he try to substitute with an aggregate key to perform a search. At that time 

it will verify all the details along with their aggregate key, if all the values are matched they will 

be identified as a authorized user. If the user details don’t match with the cloud server details 

then it will be identified as a trapdoor user. 

 

6. Data User Module 

This is the last and main module which clearly tells that data users are the persons who 

has the only privilege for downloading the files by giving valid inputs which was generated by 

the cloud owner.If the data user fail to give valid inputs for downloading the files the files can’t 

be downloaded and it will show the error like “Input values are not matched”. This indicates 

clearly that cloud data storage has highest security from owner as well as data user side. Also if 

any invalid user tries to view the data from the cloud the data will be viewed only in the form of 

encrypted manner, this will not be decrypted until valid user substitutes all the credentials 

correctly.Initailly  the data owner sends the generated keys to delegates securely (via secure e-

mails or secure devices) finally; any user with the valid  keyword can decrypt any ciphertext 

provided that the ciphertext’s class is contained in the Encrypted aggregate key and Searchable 

Encrypted key via Decrypt. The user can access only his appropriate file with a valid aggregate 

key and drop box key which is dynamically generated during download and they can’t able to 

download the other files those which are not having key access. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

We have implemented the proposed concept on Java Platform in order to show the 

performance this proposed algorithm on the live cloud server like “DROPBOX”. 

 

Here the Data owner will initially try to login into his account with his valid login 

credentials like username and password. Once if he substitute valid id and password he can able 

to enter into his account and then he can try to upload the files which he want to store securely 

into the live cloud server. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Represents the Data Owner try to Login with his Login Credentials 

 

In the above figure6, we can clearly find that data owner try to login with his valid id and 

password like “owner” as username and “owner” as password. 

 

  
 

Figure 7. Represents the Data Owner try to upload a file into the dropbox 
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From the figure 7,we can clearly observe that a data user try to upload a file after his 

successful login, so that before he browse a file, he need to enter a master secret key so that with 

that key only he can able to choose a file what he/she want to upload into the drop box. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Represents the Drop Box Developer API giving access Key for Uploading a File 

by Data Owner. 

 

From figure 8, we can clearly find out that data owner gets an access token from the drop box 

before uploading the file into the dropbox in an encrypted manner. Once the data owner copy the 

code and substitute that in access token then only he can get the upload permission from the drop 

box, if not file can’t be uploaded into the dropbox. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Represents the data owner substitutes the key that was given by dropbox for 

uploading a encrypted file 
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Figure 10. Represents the Details of file downloading in the Data User Mail id 

 

From the figure 10,we can clearly find out that data user can download the data by 

substituting all the details which he/she got to his registered mail id.Once if he substitute all the 

keys in his login ,he can able to download the file ,if not he can’t able to download the file. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Represents the data user who substitute all the valid details for downloading the 

file from the drop box server 

 

From the above figure 11 ,we can clearly see that user after login into his account try to 

substitute all the details like master-secret key, encrypted aggregate key and file name along with 

drop box API key, if all the credentials are correct then he can able to download the file into his 

box storage present in his PC. 
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Sample Screen Represents the Data Is Downloaded Successfully in the Current User PC 

 

 
  

                              Figure 12.Represents the Documents downloaded in his PC 

 

In the above figure12, we can see that file is successfully downloaded into the data user 

PC as he substituted all the file details correctly. Now if the user tries to open the file it will be 

opened in a plain text manner rather than in an encrypted manner. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we for the first time implemented a Novel Key Aggregate Searchable 

Encryption (NKASE) Algorithm for a secure data sharing and searching over an encrypted cloud 

data. By considering the practical problem of primitive cloud paper “privacy preserving data 

sharing system based on public cloud storage” which requires a data owner to distribute a large 

number of keys to users to enable them to access his/her documents, we for the first time propose 

the concept of novel key-aggregate searchable encryption (NKASE) and construct a concrete 

NKASE scheme. By conducting various experiments on our proposed model, our theoretical 

analysis and practical results confirm that our work can provide an effective solution to building 

practical data sharing system based on public cloud storage. In a NKASE scheme, the owner 

only needs to distribute a single key to a user when sharing lots of documents with the user and 

the user only needs to submit a single trapdoor when he queries over all documents shared by the 

same owner.  
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